
DEMOGRAPHICS
Name: Age:

Gender:
Income:
Education:

Does not matter Other:

GOALS & VALUES: SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Books/Magazines

Websites/Social Media

PAIN POINTS & FEARS

Other

OBJECTIONS "QUOTE"

#/Age of Children: Does not matter has enough to start

Photo
Alex 25-55

Location: Aus/USA/UK

Time Poor, Budget constraints, Worry that this is the right move.

Partner: Does not matter High School plus
Occupation: motivated to succeed
Homeowner Status: Does not matter

SUMMARY:  Alex is a newbie eCommerce entrepreneur who wishes to build a better future for the family and create the wealth that so 
many others have. Being able to spend more time with family and friends, doing more than just the “daily grind” is a consistent dream 
that has now seen this action taken to head toward this goal.

Fearing that time is running out, and that if nothing changes, nothing will change.  The realisation is, that it is up to Alex to do 
something meaningful with life and create the life so long dreamt of. 

Being intelligent and willing to learn new things, while not overly “techy”, Alex is prepared to give things a try and can usually master 
them without too much angst.

Even though Alex is working full-time, there is room in the day for a couple of hours to create this business and a dollar amount has 
been set aside for the venture.

toffeepoptemplates.com

Does not matter

What do they Fear?

Feeling that life is passing by,  
This is all there is in life . 

No time for anything but work.

What are their Objections to Buying?

"If nothing changes - nothing changes"
Thre seems to be a never ending stream of expenses.

Describe their Goals

To build a better future for the family and create the wealth that so many others 
have. Being able to spend more time with family and friends, doing more than just 
the “daily grind” is a consistent dream that has now seen this action taken to head 
toward this goal.

List their top  Values

Family, Trust, Responsibility, Fiscal awareness

Facebook / Instagram/ Amazon Course / Fiverr
List 3 Daily Pain Points


